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This visual museum guide was created as part of a project undertaken
by Cork City museums and generously funded by The Heritage

Council to augment access and make our museums more inclusive.
 



So, you are planning a trip to Cork’s Nano Nagle Place. That’s great! Here are a few
ways you can find us…

 

There is no guaranteed parking at the site. There are a few disabled spaces which could be
reserved if you ring our reception before visiting on +353 (0) 21 4193580. 

 
Nano Nagle Place is located on Douglas Street, just one block back from the south channel of
the River Lee, a 5-minute walk from the English Market and St. Patrick’s Street. To walk to us
from Patrick’s Street, walk along Princes Street, cross the South Mall, walk along Parliament
Street and over Parliament Bridge. After crossing the bridge, cross over George’s Quay and

continue straight along Mary Street. You will find Nano Nagle Place at the end of Mary Street.
 

On street parking is available on Douglas Street and there is often parking during daytime
hours on Evergreen Street. You can buy a parking disk from us for €2. Alternatively, there is

plenty of parking in the city centre.
 

Download our free app before you visit to use our audio guide as you walk through the
exhibition. To download the app, search for ‘Nano Nagle Place’ in your app store. You will

need headphones to use the app. You can delete this once you leave the museum.
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Before you visit Nano Nagle Place



Why not view the museum through its virtual tour before you visit. This will guide you
through what you can expect to see before you arrive at the museum:

https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=2gH7wcECxBz
 

While the museum is quite dark and quiet, there are a few areas with videos that may
be louder for some visitors. These areas are highlighted in the following visual guide

and are easy to avoid. Use the guide below to see what areas are loudest and
brightest.

Have you noticed the box above in the left hand corner? Tick each box when you have
completed each step of the museum to make sure you do not miss anything!

 
Use this map to see where you are at Nano Nagle Place.
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Welcome to Nano Nagle Place Museum. 
 

This museum tells the story of a nun, Nano Nagle. She founded the Presentation Sisters
and helped the children of Cork during the Penal Laws of the 1700s. These laws meant

that Catholic children could not be educated so they had to carry it out in private.
 

 You will learn a lot more about Nano and how her work helped the children of both
Cork and many other countries throughout this exhibit! (An exhibit is a display within a

museum that explores lots of different topics).
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Nano Nagle Place Museum



Here you are at Nano Nagle Place - the arrow highlights the entrance to the gift shop
You can look at these gifts when you leave the museum.
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Getting to the museum

Go through the entrance and walk through the gift shop. The staff here are very friendly
and will say hello, so be sure to ask them questions if you need help

Remember to visit the gift shop on your way out. There are lots of lovely local products to
look at and buy if you want to.



To get to the museum you can take two routes, the stairs or the lift. Follow the
instructions below:
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Stairs
 

The stairs are straight ahead just
outside the gift shop. There are metal
studs on the ground to show you that
there is a change in the level of ground.

Lift
 

The lift is to the right of the stairs
inside the gift shop. Hit the button
outside the lift and the door will open.
When inside the lift, hit the button with
the number ‘1’.

Hold onto the hand railing and start
climbing the stairs. Can you count how

many stairs there are? Look and see how
many different colours  of flowers and

plants there are!

When you leave the lift walk straight
through the plants and then turn left

 



At the top of the stairs turn left and walk straight. Walk past the play area. You can visit
this again on the way out 
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Stairs
 

Turn left and use the railing to go
down the stairs and into the museum

reception and book shop
 

Lift
 

To use the lift, walk straight ahead
through the white door. Hit the

button to open the lift. Enter the lift
and press 0 to be taken to the

museum floor.
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Stairs
 

Turn left and use the railing to go
down the stairs and into the museum

reception and book shop.
 

Lift
 

After getting out of the elevator,
turn left, turn left again, and follow

the hallway until you reach the
reception desk.

Walk up to the person at reception and buy museum tickets or show them the
tickets that you bought online. The museum entrance is beside the ticket desk 

Ask the receptionist for activity booklets, they have a few different ones! 
The museum is a bit darker than the book shop and it is quieter
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You can bring one of the foldable chairs with you.
There are plenty of places to stop and sit throughout the museum.

Watch this silent video of how Cork has changed, then walk through the
archway.

This is a good point to start using your audio tour with headphones.

Move into the next room, take a seat and watch this video, which tells you all about
18th Century Cork and the world Nano was born into.

Museum - Part 1
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You can take a seat here and enjoy colouring in some of Nano’s themed sheets or
read a book.

 Use the touch screens to discover more. Remember to fill in your activity booklet as
you go, if you have one.
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Follow through this doorway to discover the next room.

 Look at the exhibit walls to your right, can you see the old door?
Take a seat here and read the exhibit wall directly opposite you.
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Use your App on your phone and earphones to listen to the audio guide, or simply
listen to the videos in this room. Use the touch screen to explore more of Nano’s

mission. 

 This is a quiet corner where you can sit and read or play with some toys.
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Take a seat and read the information on the walls. 
You can also play with the large touch screen in front of you.
Simply tap a location to learn about the Presentation Sisters'

travels.



There are sanitising stations throughout the museum for you to use.
As you walk into the next room, do you see the kitchen and dresses?

 Play with the kitchen set.
Try some of the costumes on to feel like a child at Nano Nagle’s school.
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The next room looks like a large church. 
This is room called the Goldie Chapel, named after the architect George Goldie.

There are playful desks on your left. Sit down and open the lids to discover what’s
inside them… 

Museum - Part 2



If you stand here at the altar, you can see into the sacristy.
This room is inaccessible for some people. 
Go through this door to see the sacristy. 

This room can be noisy, so avoid it if you prefer quiet spaces.
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Look through the small windows in the sacristy on the back wall to discover what is

inside and then sit on the bench and watch the video
 



When you leave the sacristy, turn left and look at the artefacts in the case. 
You can use your activity booklet here - which object do you find most interesting?

You can use this stool to see into the cabinet. Be careful!
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This is the last part of the museum. 
These displays change so you can always revisit to learn more.

 



Take a seat and use the interactive screens. 
There are lots of videos which talk about the work that happens

in Nano Nagle Place. 
There is also a quiz you can do on Nano Nagle. Can you get

10/10?
Now look up at the stained-glass windows. How many colours

can you see?
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Use this door to exit the museum.
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Leaving the Museum

There are toilets on your right. 
Turn left to exit the museum through this small gallery. 

There is a small quiet garden to the left where you can relax, now your visit is complete.



You are back to the ticket desk and book shop. 
Take a look at the books and grab a tea or coffee.

There are also places to sit and rest for example the Tea Room.
What shape are the plates on the wall shaped like in the Tea

Room?
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Your visit does not have to end yet! Why not go outside and visit the graveyard
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Bonus Features to visit (Quiet Places)

Stairs
 

If you are coming out from the book
shop/ticket desk, go up the steps on the left

side, turn left again and remember to use the
railings to go up the stairs

 

Lift
 

You can use the same
lift as before to get to
the graveyard. In the

lift press the button for
level ‘1’:

Café/Graveyard/
Garden
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Stairs

 
 
 

Stay on the path straight ahead and you will
come across a winding staircase.

 
 

Lift
 

Further along the
path on the left is

the lift. Once in the
lift, press level ‘2’:

Graveyard.
 

Here you’ll find Nano’s grave. Listen to the waterfall feature.
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Be sure to spend some time in the garden before you go.

Listen and count to how many different sounds you can hear in the garden.
 

Exit Nano Nagle Place the same way you entered. 
 

We hope you enjoyed your visit to 
Nano Nagle Place. 

 
Come back soon!

 


